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mounting bottom shelf to ergo legs
HARDWARE REQUIRED:

4 tap bolts
3/4” long

4 washers

4 rectangular
nuts

[bottom shelf]

[leg unit]

3/4" tap bolts

Rectangular Nut

[bottom shelf]

[wood top]

bottom shelf to 2000 & 2011 adjustable series legs.
Mounting your bottom shelf to ergo style legs can be a bit tricky if it is your first time. The best time to do this is right after you have
assembled the leg structure and it is attached to the bench top. If you have completed this than your bench should still be upside down
which will give you better access to the mounting bolts for the bottom shelf. Set your bottom shelf in between the upright supports
of the leg structures with the bend facing up. Line up the holes with the channel on the inside of the legs. Note: if you have the 2011
adjustable leg structure, be sure to mount the shelf to the inside leg support which is at the bottom of the bench legs. Here comes the
tricky part... take one of the rectangular nuts and slide it inside one of the channels trying to keep a finger on the back of it once it
is inside the channel and line it up with the shelf mounting hole and thread a tap bolt with washer provided into the rectangular nut.
Loosley tighten the assembly so that the shelf can be adjusted and repeat for the remaining 3 mounting points. Adjust your shelf and be
sure it is level. Tighten each bolt assembly being sure that each rectangular nut is turned clockwise as shown in the detail above.
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